An analytical form of longitudinal and transverse resistive wake potentials of point-like charge, moving parallel to the axe of round pipe with the walls of finite and frequency independent conductivity is obtained. The short range presentation of wake potentials by help of uniformly converged series is received. The series expansion for Gaussian bunch is obtained as well.
Z ( K ) = 2/(cbs,
The results of integration of (2) in the complex plane for the frequency independent (dc -'direct current') conductivity is the sum of resonance (given by help of elementary functions) and non-resonance (given in the simple integral form) terms [ 2 ] . The last term is performed here to the analytical form.
For the frequency dependent (ac -'alternating current') conductivity case on the base of numerical calculation method, given in [2] , we are brought the analytical form for the resonance term and the simple calculated integral for the non-resonance one.
DC CONDUCTIVITY

I . Wake Function
The longitudinal and transversal wake functions in the dc case may be presented in form of expansion by the 4, @, , Z@ and r, r, , e', are the radiated particle offset and the test particle transverse coordinates and corresponding unit orts. The argument U, is equal to Y:'3s/s, .
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The integrands in (6) may be transformed:
is a complex error function [3] . This presentation is equivalent to the obtained in [2] , but is a faster calculated and due to its infinity times differentiability may be expanded in series:
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Gaussian Bunch
The wake functions for the bunch with the arbitrary charge distribution may be obtained from ( Also shown solid curve is calculated by help of the first term of expansion (12). The curves included second, third and forth terms of expansion (12) are coincided (in the presented scale) with the exact calculated wake potential curve (dot-dashed). The difference of these curves is shown in the next figure (Fig.3) .
where U ( a , x ) is a function of parabolic cylinder [3] .
The several first terms of this expansion give a good coincidence with the directly integrated expression (10)
for the case of comparatively small [ (Fig.2) . The (12) convergence to the exact calculated result; OZ /so = 2.5 .
AC CONDUCTIVITY
In ac case the frequency dependence of conductivity is The first two of roots are real and another two are complex (the term e+ is imaginary for arbitrary r > 0 ) . cos(fis/so) The term, arises from the integration over K along of the both sides of cut from K = 0 up to K = -i/r (Fig.4) may be presented as follows: 
4.CONCLUSION
Obtained results were used for the TESLA-FEL transport line resistive wakes influence calculation [5] .
The results of this report can be useful for wide range of the resistive wake field dominated effects with dc and ac conductivity of the wall material.
